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APWG Agenda 09:00-10:30

- A. administrative matters
  - approving the minutes from RIPE 67 (Athens)

- B. current policy topics - Marco Schmidt, NCC PDO
  - RIPE policy and PDP update, worldwide look

- E. On Personal Identity - Nick Hilliard
  - what does the WG think the consequences of 2007-01 should be, as far as identity verification for end users is concerned?
  - given as input to RS and NCC Services WG

- D. Feedback from NCC Registration Services - Andrea Cima
APWG Agenda 11:00-12:30

- **G. SHOULDs and MUSTs - RFC 2119 and RIPE policy documents**
  - Random Jan, no hats, and Marco Schmidt, NCC PDO

- **F. Discussion of open policy proposals**
  - 2012-02 Policy for Inter-RIR transfers of IPv4 Addr. Space
  - 2014-01 Abandoning the Minimum Allocation Size for IPv4
  - 2014-02 Allow IPv4 PI transfer
  - 2014-03 Remove Multihoming Requirement for AS Number . . .
  - 2014-04 relax IPv6 requirement for allocations from last /8

- **Y. Open Policy Hour, and Z. AOB**
Agenda Bashing

- do you want to see anything changed?
- is something missing?
A. minutes from RIPE 67 (Athens)

- have been circulated on the mailing list
- no comments received yet
- feedback? Any inaccuracies that need correcting?
B. current policy topics

• presentation by Marco Schmidt, NCC PDO
E. On Personal Identity

• for internet resources registered to natural persons, what level of identity verification does the community require from the RIPE NCC?

• discussion led by the proposer of 2007-01, Nick Hilliard

• with (hopefully) lots of input from the Anti-Abuse WG, on what they see necessary

• also some feedback from NCC RS on the challenges they see

• results will be presented to NCC services WG, as this is important for the “due diligence” considerations of the NCC
D. Feedback From NCC Registration Service

- presentation by Andrea Cima
- feedback from the room?
coffee break!

- please be back at 11:00
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H. SHOULDs and MUSTs

- RFC 2119 and RIPE policy documents
- presenter asks to be called “Random Jan, no hats”
- cooperative work with Marco Schmidt, RIPE PDO
before entering the discussions...

- No decisions are made here(!). This is to get feedback to the proposers and to get a feel for the Working Group’s opinions.
- Consensus based process based on the *open* mailing list.
- please remember to speak into the microphone
- please speak your name, so the scribes can properly attribute what you said
- the session is webcast, so people who couldn’t come to Warsaw can still be participate
- remote feedback can be provided by IRC
F. Discussion of open policy proposals (1)

- 2012-02
  - “Policy for Inter-RIR transfers of IPv4 Address Space”
  - end of review phase reached April 17, 2013
  - no clear consensus
  - proposer working on re-wording policy text in the hope to gain more understanding and possibly stronger support, integrating results of 2013-03
  - new text is ready for you now :-)
  - presentation by Sandra Brown
  - then Q&A, and feedback from the room
F. Discussion of open policy proposals (2)

- 2014-01
  - “Abandoning the Minimum Allocation Size for IPv4”
  - mostly supportive comments on the mailing list
  - v2.0 text now in impact analysis, then review phase
  - presentation by Carsten Schiefner
  - then Q&A, and feedback from the room
F. Discussion of open policy proposals (3)

• 2014-02
  – “Allow IPv4 PI transfer”
  – some support, some opposition
  – discussion phase extended until after RIPE 68
  – presentation by Erik Bais
  – then Q&A, and feedback from the room
F. Discussion of open policy proposals (4)

- 2014-03
  - “Remove Multihoming Requirement for AS Number Assignments”
  - in discussion phase right now
  - presentation by Job Snijders
  - then Q&A, and feedback from the room
F. Discussion of open policy proposals (5)

- 2014-04
  - “relax IPv6 requirement for allocations from last /8”
  - in discussion phase right now
  - presentation by Martin Pels
  - then Q&A, and feedback from the room
Y. Open Policy Hour

- “The Open Policy Hour (OPH) is a showcase for your policy ideas. If you have a policy proposal you’d like to debut, prior to formally submitting it, here is your opportunity.”
• anything else?
Thanks!

- thanks for your input
- thanks for your help in forming policies in the RIPE region
- ... enjoy your lunch!

- ... and we hope to see you all in London